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Abstract. Several alternative engineering models are available for the use in analysis of
offshore wind turbines. However, it is not always clear which of the models will yield the
most accurate or sufficiently conservative results. This paper investigates the effect of using two
alternative soil-structure interaction models and two wind coherence models. The focus is on
assessing how these modelling choices influence the predicted long-term fatigue damage in the
support structure. The two soil models are a macro-element model and a p-y-curve model with
Rayleigh damping. This gives differences in both the damping and stiffness properties of the
turbine model. The differences between the two soil models tend to decrease as the turbine size
increases. The wind coherence models considered are the Kaimal spectrum with exponential
coherence and the Mann uniform shear turbulence model. The Kaimal model predicts the
highest response at low frequencies, while the Mann model gives the highest response predictions
at higher frequencies. Which turbulence model predicts the highest long-term fatigue damage is
then determined by the natural frequencies, rotor and blade passing frequencies of the different
turbines.

1. Introduction
Several engineering models may be selected for analysis of offshore wind turbines (OWTs).
Different models may yield different results and thereby give different designs. Further, it is
often unclear which of the available models are most accurate. They may be based on different
assumptions, incorporate different physical effects, or be developed for different applications.

This paper will investigate the influence of using different models for two aspects of the
fatigue analysis of monopile supported OWTs. Both the soil-structure interaction (SSI) and
wind coherence models influence the response prediction, and thereby the design fatigue lifetime,
of OWTs. While previous studies have looked into both the model development and short-term
response, this paper will focus on the long-term effects of using the different models. As the
difference between the models vary with turbine size, three turbines in the size range 5 to 15
MW are considered. Finally, the influence of uncertainty in the site parameters (e.g. turbulence
intensity and soil stiffness) is investigated.

1.1. Soil Modelling
Traditionally, SSI was modelled with p-y curves, based on experience from the offshore oil and
gas industry[1]. These represent the soil resistance as non-linear elastic springs distributed
along the length of the pile. While still used, the PISA project showed the need for modifying
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the curves for the offshore wind industry[2]. Other methods have been developed, such as the
apparent fixity method, and the use of linear stiffness and damping matrices[3, 4, 5]. Aasen
et al.[5] also used a 1D rotational element fixed below seafloor, with many properties similar
to the macro element developed by Page et al.[6, 7] The study showed a difference of up to 4
years in predicted lifetime when using the different soil models[5]. Katsikogiannis et al.[8] found
differences of up to 180% in the short-term fatigue damage between the macro-element and
p-y-curve approach in cases with negligible aerodynamic damping. In this paper, the difference
between the macro-element model and p-y-curve approach will be further investigated.

1.2. Wind Coherence Modelling
The IEC standard[9] recommends two models for the wind field when analysing OWTs: The
Kaimal spectral model with exponential coherence (denoted “Kaimal model” hereafter) and the
Mann uniform shear turbulence model (hereafter denoted the “Mann model”). It is expected
that the two models show larger deviations as turbine size increases. Several studies have
investigated the difference between these two models. Myrtvedt, Nybø & Nielsen[10] and Nybø,
Nielsen & Godvik[11] both investigated the response of a bottom-fixed 10-MW turbine, showing
the largest difference at stable conditions[11] and at close to rated wind speeds[10]. Bachynski &
Eliassen[12] investigated the response of a 5-MW turbine on several floating support structures,
and found differences of up to 40% in the standard deviation of the floater motions. Wise &
Bachynski[13] showed that the Kaimal model yields a higher response at low frequencies and a
lower response at high frequencies, also this for floating turbines. The same was observed at 3P
frequencies by Bachynski & Eliassen[12].

2. Model Description
This study considers three turbine models; the NREL 5-MW[14], DTU 10-MW[15] and IEA
15-MW[16] reference wind turbines. The turbines are assumed located on the Norwegian
Continental Shelf, at a water depth of 30 m. The soil conditions at the site are assumed to be
an idealized clay profile with quadratic variation of the shear modulus with depth and linearly
increasing undrained shear strength. The 5-MW monopile is from the OC3 project[17], while
the 10-MW foundation is based on Velarde and Bachynski[18]. The 15-MW tower is the IEA
design, and the monopile is designed for a natural period below 5.5 s. The fatigue capacity of
the latter was checked using equivalent sea states[19]. Table 1 summarizes the properties of the
turbines.

Table 1. Key parameters of the turbines in the study.

Parameter Unit NREL DTU IEA

Rated power MW 5 10 15
Rated wind speed m/s 11.4 11.4 10.59
Rated rotor speed rpm 12.1 9.6 7.56
Rotor diameter m 126 178.3 240
Hub height m 90 119 150
Monopile diameter m 7 9 11
Monopile wall thickness m 0.07 0.11 0.11
1st fore-aft natural period s 3.9 3.6 5.3
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2.1. Environmental Model
The environmental model assumes the distribution of the wave parameters are conditional on
the wind speed, with the wind direction as an independent variable. For each wind speed, a
single sea state is used to represent the sea state distribution[19]. This gives the probability of
occurrence for an environmental condition as

P (Ui, θwi,j , θrel,k) = Pn(Ui) · P (θwi,j) · Pn(θrel,k|Ui). (1)

Pn(Ui) is the probability of occurrence for wind speed Ui, P (θwi,j) is the probability of
occurrence of wind direction θwi,j and Pn(θrel,k|Uk) is the probability of occurrence for wind-
wave misalignment bin θrel,k. Three wind speed bins are considered: close to rated (8-10 m/s),
intermediate (14-16 m/s) and high (20-22 m/s), while two misalignment angles (0◦and 30◦) are
included. The distribution of the environmental parameters are based on 60 years of data from
the NORA10 hindcast data base[20]. Pn(Ui) and Pn(θrel,k|Uk) are normalized to give a total
probability of 1 for the environmental conditions considered. Further details are given by Sørum
et al.[21] The wave elevation is modelled using a Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum for the lowest
wind speed and a JONSWAP spectrum for the two higher wind speeds.

2.2. Load Models
Hydrodynamic loads are calculated using linear wave kinematics, and MacCamy & Fuchs load
model[22] combined with Morison-type drag loads. The hydrodynamic added mass is assumed
to correspond to an added mass coefficient of 1.0.

Aerodynamic loads on the blades are calculated using unsteady blade element momentum
theory with Glauert induction and Prandtl tip loss corrections for the operational turbine.
Dynamic stall and dynamic wake correction is also included. For the parked turbine,
aerodynamic loads are calculated based on the undisturbed wind field. The Kaimal turbulence
model with exponential coherence and the Mann turbulence model are both used in this study,
although only the Kaimal model is utilized when investigating the effect of the different soil
models. Wind shear is modelled using the power law formulation.

2.3. Simulation Models
The wind turbine, tower and monopile above seafloor are modelled in SIMO-Riflex, an aero-
hydro-servo-elastic simulation tool from SINTEF Ocean[23, 24]. Linear-elastic beam elements
are used to model the structural components above seafloor.

2.4. Foundation Models
The two foundation models used in this study are a macro-element formulation and a p-y-curve
model. In the part of the study investigating the effect of wind coherence models, only the
macro element has been used.

A macro element reduces the soil-structure interaction to a load-displacement relationship
at the seafloor, which reduces the simulation time. The macro element used here accounts for
the non-linear load-displacement relationship of monopile OWTs at the seafloor and takes into
account the different loading and offloading characteristics of the soil. This introduces hysteretic
damping into the model. A more detailed description of the model is given by Page et al.[7]. The
macro element is connected to the structural model at seafloor. A post-processing tool based
on beam elements with springs is applied for determining the monopile loads below this[25].

The p-y curves are modelled as non-linear elastic springs attached to the beam model of the
monopile below seafloor. Soil damping is accounted for by increasing the structural damping,
which is tuned to give the same average damping coefficient as the macro element in a decay
test starting from rated thrust.
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Both the macro element, the post-processing tool and the p-y curves are calibrated to the
soil-structure interaction found by a 3D continuum finite element analysis performed in Plaxis.

2.5. Fatigue Damage Calculation
Fatigue damage is calculated based on the axial stress variations in the tower and monopile.
The individual stress cycles are extracted using the rainflow counting technique in WAFO[26],
modified to allow for bi-linear SN curves. Miner’s sum with thickness correction[27] is used to
calculate the fatigue damage. The fatigue utilization is found as the ratio between the calculated
fatigue damage and the fatigue capacity, ∆C . DNV’s SN-curve “D” for steel in sea water is used
for the monopile, while the curve for steel in air is used for the tower.

2.6. Parameter Variations
To investigate if there is a coupling between the model variations and site parameters, the
turbines were analysed using random realizations of 16 parameters. These parameters represent
the uncertainty in a fixed design, and include uncertainty in the environmental description,
soil uncertainty, fatigue parameter uncertainties and more. A list of the parameters is given
in Appendix A, with the data source or reference for the distributions. 30 samples were used,
with details on distributions and sampling strategy given by Sørum et al.[21]. Results from the
individual realizations are used only when investigating the coupling (Sections 4.4 and 5.5) and
when extracting response spectra. The remaining results are mean values across all realizations.

3. Fatigue Damage Utilization
The maximum long-term fatigue damage utilization along the support structure is shown in
Figure 1, with z = 0 representing the sea floor. The lines represent the mean value of the
30 samples of the design parameters described in Section 2.6. Three locations of interest are
identified in the support structures. The fatigue damage in the tower top is mainly caused by the
rotor pitching moment. In the tower base, the loads are primarily caused by the aerodynamic
thrust force and the wave-induced inertia loads. Finally, the loading at seafloor is caused by
both aerodynamic loads and wave loads. The latter is also representative for the location with
the highest fatigue utilization in the monopile, approximately one pile diameter below seafloor.
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Figure 1. Maximum lifetime fatigue utilization in the tower (left) and monopile (right). Note
that the transition pieces and lower parts of the monopiles are excluded.
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4. Effects of Soil Model
The following sections will demonstrate how the differences between the two soil models influence
the basic properties of the turbine models, followed by an assessment of the effect on the long-
term fatigue damage.

4.1. Effect on Natural Frequency and Damping
The differences between the SSI models introduce differences in both the natural frequency and
damping properties of the models. This is illustrated by decay tests, measuring the natural
frequency and damping ratio in percent of critical damping for the different turbines.
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Figure 2. Natural frequencies, with no
thrust force.
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Figure 3. Natural frequencies, at rated
thrust.

Figure 2 shows the fore-aft natural frequencies as function of the measured bending moment at
the seafloor with zero mean load. The p-y model shows little variation in natural frequency with
amplitude, while the macro-element model has a clear trend of the natural frequency decreasing
with increasing response amplitude. The amplitude-dependency of the natural frequency is
largest for the 5-MW turbine and smallest for the 15-MW turbine. Including the rated thrust
as a mean load, the natural frequency is reduced when using the p-y curves as shown in Figure
3. The change is most significant for the smallest turbine. Depending on the mean load and
response amplitude, the two soil models may then yield both lower and higher natural frequencies
than the other.
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Figure 4. Damping ratio NREL 5-MW
turbine.
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Figure 5. Damping ratio DTU 10-MW
turbine.

The soil models also show a difference in how damping is included. The amplitude-dependent
damping of the macro element is shown in Figures 4 to 6. This shows how the damping in the
macro-element models increase with amplitude. The opposite is seen for the p-y curves, where
the damping is amplitude-independent. Due to the tuning of the damping for the latter model,
the amplitude for which the two SSI models predict the same damping also varies.
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Figure 6. Damping ratio IEA 15-MW
turbine.
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Figure 7. Difference in fatigue damage
predictions at seafloor using the macro-
element and p-y-curve models.

4.2. Response Above Seafloor
The effect of changing the soil model is similar across the support structure above seafloor, but
with diminishing differences close to the tower top. However, as shown in Figure 7 there is a
significant difference between the turbines. This figure shows the difference in the lifetime fatigue
damage predicted per wind speed, and is normalized by the total fatigue damage predicted using
the macro-element model. For both the 5-MW and 15-MW turbines, the macro element yields
the highest fatigue damage. The opposite is the case for the 10-MW turbine, which also shows
the highest difference between the models.

The 5-MW turbine shows a lower fatigue damage estimate when using the p-y curves for all
wind speeds. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the reason: Both the stiffness and damping are higher
when using the p-y curves, leading to a reduced response and a lower fatigue damage. This
trend is not universally true, amongst other it depends on the whether the response is in line
with the wind or in the cross-wind direction. Still, the majority of the load cases show this
trend, resulting in a higher fatigue damage prediction when using the macro-element model.
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Figure 8. Upwind stress spectra at
seafloor for the 5-MW turbine when
operating at wind speed 15 m/s.
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Figure 9. Upwind stress spectra at
seafloor for the 5-MW turbine when parked
at wind speed 15 m/s.

For the 10-MW turbine the opposite is the case: In a majority of the load cases the highest
stiffness and damping is seen for the macro element, and a higher prediction of fatigue damage
above seafloor is seen when using the p-y-curve model. Finally, the difference between the two
models is smaller for the 15-MW turbine. This is also seen in Figures 2, 3 and 6, where there is
a close match between the natural frequency and damping of the two soil models.
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4.3. Response Below Seafloor
A different picture is seen below seafloor, illustrated in Figure 10 for the location in the monopile
with highest fatigue damage. The first trend is that the difference between the models is
more positive/less negative than above seafloor, indicating that the p-y model predicts higher
responses when moving down into the soil. The reason is illustrated in Figure 11 for the 15-
MW turbine. In the stiffness-dominated low frequencies, there is a good agreement between the
macro-element (solid line) and p-y-curve (dashed line) response both at the sea floor (pink lines)
and at the location with highest fatigue damage (black lines). However, there is a difference
around the natural frequency (∼0.18 Hz). Here, the damping provided by the macro element is
higher when moving down into the soil. This leads to larger response amplitudes, and increased
fatigue damage predictions below sea floor when using the p-y-curve model.
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Figure 10. Difference in fatigue damage
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4.4. Interaction with Uncertain Design Parameters
Figure 12 shows the difference in fatigue prediction when using the two soil models versus the
undrained shear strength. The latter is varied as described in Section 2.6. Increased shear
strength reduces the fatigue damage predictions of the p-y-curve model, compared to the macro
element. No other interactions were seen between the design parameters and the soil model.
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Figure 12. Difference in fatigue prediction for the soil models versus undrained shear strength.

5. Effects of Wind Model
This section presents the effect of varying the wind coherence models, starting with a description
of the coherence properties before the turbine response is analysed.
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5.1. Differences Between Wind Fields
When looking at the characteristics of the wind field simulated by the Kaimal and Mann
models, two properties are of primary interest. The first is the spectral coherence, describing
the relationship between the the wind speed at two different spatial locations. In the Kaimal
model, this is described by an exponential coherence function, while the Mann model uses a
velocity tensor model. To evaluate influence on coherence, the coherence of the wind speed at
the hub and at the outer edge of the rotor disk at hub height is calculated. This is defined as

γxy(f) =
Sxy(f)√

Sxx(f)Syy(f)
= Cxy(f) + iQxy(f) (2)

where γxy is the coherence between two points x and y, Sxy is the cross-spectrum, and Sxx and
Syy are the auto spectra. Cxy and Qxy are the real and imaginary part of the coherence.
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Figure 13. Spectral coherence between
hub and outer rotor disk. Wind speed is
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The coherence for wind speed 21 m/s is shown in Figure 13. Two effects are seen: The
coherence decreases with increasing rotor disk area, and the coherence is higher for the Kaimal
model than the Mann model. The effect of the former is that the 5-MW turbine will see
more consistent variations in the wind speed across the rotor disk and higher variations in the
effective wind speed. Similarly, the higher coherence with the Kaimal model will introduce
higher variations in the effective wind speed than the Mann model. The expected consequence
of this is higher variations in thrust force higher fatigue damage when the coherence is high.

The second property of interest the power spectral density (PSD) of the wind speed. As the
Mann model has been adapted to give the same spectral properties as Kaimal, the spectra are
expected to be similar. This is confirmed in Figure 14 for mean wind speed 15 m/s. The same
is seen for the other wind speeds in the study.

5.2. Tower Top Response
The wind field is translated to structural response through the aerodynamic loads. While these
loads are in turn influenced by the structural response, the loads from the rotor with a nacelle
prevented from moving can provide a clearer picture of the difference between the wind models.
This is particularly true for the tower top fore-aft bending moment, as shown in Figure 15.
At low frequencies, the spectral value of the aerodynamic moment is higher when applying
the Kaimal model. This corresponds well with the lower correlation of the Mann model. At
higher frequencies the aerodynamic moment predicted by the Mann model is higher than the
Kaimal moment, particularly visible at the 3P frequencies. This has been observed also by e.g.
Bachynski & Eliassen[12] and Wise & Bachynski[13], and occurs despite the spectral density of
the wind speed being equal. Note that the spectra in Figure 15 are normalized by the moment
caused by the rated thrust force, Mthrust.
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fixed rotor position.
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Figure 16. Differences in fatigue damage
at tower top when using Kaimal and Mann
turbulence models.

The total response and the effect on the fatigue damage is a combination of the higher
response from the Kaimal model at low frequencies and the Mann model at higher frequencies.
As the response at higher frequencies has more load cycles than the response at low frequencies,
the influence on the fatigue damage will be higher than what is apparent from the PSDs.

Figure 16 shows how these effects add up at the tower top. The height of each bar is
the difference between the fatigue damage predicted by the Kaimal and Mann models at each
wind speed, normalized by the total fatigue damage predicted by the Kaimal model. The first
observation is that the difference between the models increases with the wind speed. Secondly,
the Mann model consistently predicts a higher fatigue damage, with the exception of the 15-MW
turbine at wind speed 9 m/s. The difference between the fatigue damage predictions from the
Kaimal and Mann models at the tower top are therefore dominated by the higher 3P response.

5.3. Tower Base Response
While the response at tower top can be understood from the aerodynamic loads, the structural
dynamics become more important at the tower base. For the 5-MW turbine, the response is
dominated by the low frequencies, as shown in Figure 17. At these frequencies the Kaimal model
yields the highest response, including at the 1st natural frequency of the turbine.
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Figure 17. Upwind stress spectra at tower
base for the 5-MW turbine in operational
conditions, wind speed 15 m/s
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Figure 18. Upwind stress spectra at tower
base for the 10-MW turbine in operational
conditions, wind speed 15 m/s

The higher natural frequency of the 10-MW turbine reduces the difference between the two
models at the natural frequency, as shown in Figure 18. As high-frequency (3P) loads become
less important at low wind speeds, the Kaimal model predicts the highest fatigue damage at the
two lowest wind speeds. The Mann model gives the highest fatigue damage at 21 m/s and in
total, as shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Differences in fatigue damage at tower base when using Kaimal and Mann
turbulence models.

The 15-MW turbine has its natural frequency between the 5-MW and 10-MW turbines. This
means that the Kaimal model predicts the highest fatigue damage for all wind speeds, but with
the difference between the models decreasing as the wind speed increases.

5.4. Seafloor Response
The response at seafloor is primarily dominated by the wave loads. Still, the wind model
influences the response also here. The differences in response are governed by the same
mechanisms as at the tower base, but the majority of the response at seafloor is found at
the wave frequencies. This means that the overall response is less influenced by the wind loads,
giving less sensitivity to the choice of turbulence model.

5.5. Interaction with Uncertain Design Parameters
The interaction between the coherence model and the uncertain site parameters described in
Section 2.6 was investigated. This was done in a similar manner to the soil model investigation
in Section 4.4. However, no significant correlations were found between the wind coherence
model and any single site parameter.

6. Discussion and Conclusion
The study has looked into the effect of modelling the soil-structure interaction by the use of
p-y curves and a macro element, as well as the effect of modelling wind coherence using the
Kaimal and Mann models. All model variations had effects that both increased and decreased
the fatigue predictions compared to the alternative models. As an analyst it is important to be
aware of how these models influence a specific turbine model to ensure conservative results.

For the soil model variations there, is a difference in both the predicted stiffness and damping.
While the smallest turbine was most sensitive to the hysteretic effects, the largest uncertainty
seems to be introduced by the calibration of the models. Although the macro element in general
is expected to capture the response more accurately[6], the results from this paper highlight the
importance of considering the calibration uncertainty. This may vary between the models, and
a model with low calibration uncertainty should if possible be used in the analyses.

When considering the wind coherence models, the Kaimal model yields a higher response
at low frequencies. The Mann model predicts a higher response at higher frequencies. This
is particularly important for the 3P response. Additionally, the frequency where the change
between which of the two coherence models that predicts the highest response is close to the 1st
natural frequency of the foundations. A support structure with a low natural frequency tends
to have highest response prediction from the Kaimal model, while a high natural frequency will
give more conservative results using the Mann model.
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Appendix A

Table 2. Design parameters varied throughout the study and the associated data
sources/references. For details, se Sørum et al.[21].

Parameter Reference/Data source

Wind speed distribution NORA10[20]
Wind direction NORA10[20]
Turbulence intensity FINO1[28]
Wind shear FINO1[28]
Yaw error Veldkamp[29]
Significant wave height NORA10[20]
Wave peak period NORA10[20]
Wind-wave misalignment NORA10[20]
Marine growth thickness Jusoh & Wolfram[30]
Monopile drag coefficient Peering & Bedon[31], Veldkamp[29]
Soil undrained shear strength Lacasse & Nadim[32]
Soil void ratio Lacasse & Nadim[32]
Monopile diameter Zaaijer[3], Hübler et al.[33]
SN curve parameters DNV GL[27]
Fatigue capacity Folsø et al.[34], Peering & Bedon[31]
Turbine availability DNV GL[35], Pfaffel et al.[36], Larsen et al.[37]
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